1. INTRODUCTION IT has already been shown experimentally (Thoday, 1958, that disruptive selection (Mather, 1953) or centrifugal selection (Simpson, 1944) can increase and that stabilising (or centripetal) selection can reduce the genetic flexibility of a population. The effects of disruptive selection can also extend so far as to render a population polymorphic (Thoday and Boam, 1959) , as Mather (i) had expected on general grounds.
These experiments involved selection for sternopleural chta number in populations initiated from a wild stock of Drosophila nielanogaster. They were open to interpretation in terms of Mather's (1943) models, on the supposition that disruptive selection can increase the frequency of coupling linkages of genes hitherto present mostly in repulsion complexes, and that stabilising selection can increase the frequency of repulsion complexes and, if populations are small, render them homozygous.
The experiments to be reported here complement those described before. They were initiated from a cross between two lines differing widely in chta number, so that relevant genes could be assumed to have been in the coupling phase of linkage at the beginning of selection.
They also supplement the previous experiments in that the lines crossed differed at four marker loci, two of which were known to be linked to a chromosome region with a strong effect on chaeta number. It was hoped that these markers would provide information about the parental or recombinant chromosomes that disruptive or stabilising selection might favour.
TERMINOLOGY
The terminology of selection is becoming confusing, and a restatement of the definitions to be used seems desirable. The terms stabilising and disruptive are used here in the sense defined in the first paper of this series (Thoday, 1959) and are only intended to denote the kind of selection exercised by the experimenter. They are not used to describe the expected consequences of selection. These terms and others, however, are often used in relation to the expected consequences of selection. Waddington (ig) , for example, felt it necessary to divide stabilising selection into normalising and stabilising according to whether the consequences were a reduction of genetic variance or an increase of developmental stability, and Lerner (1958, fig. i ) has felt it necessary to describe disruptive selection as stabilising, presumably because disruptive selection may sometimes stabilise gene frequencies. In these circumstances it might be better to follow Falconer's (1958) use of Simpson's relatively neutral terms, centripetal and centrifugal selection. But it seems a pity to change terminology in the middle of a series of papers. The terms disruptive and stabilising will still be used, therefore, but the reader is reminded that they are used in senses independent of their expected consequences. Stabilising selection is selection for the mean. Disruptive selection is selection away from the mean in both directions in the same population. Waddington (1958) has also suggested that disruptive selection can adequately be regarded as a subtype of directional selection. This is clearly illegitimate as the terms are used here, and is also unsatisfactory when the two do have different consequences.
MATERIAL
The experiments have involved the maintenance of two lines, one (S) under stabiliiing selection, the other (D-) under disruptive selection with negative assortative mating. These were both initiated from the same four F5 single-pair cultures. The F5 was a cross between a selection line "vg 6 ", whose history is to be described elsewhere, and a stock homozygous for the third chromosome recessives Se, cp and e.
The line vg 6 is homozygous for the second chromosome recessive vg and, when the F1 was made, had a mean sternopleural chaeta-number of 40 as a result of 72 It is clear from the F2 data that chaeta number genes were linked both to the vg and to the se loci. The vestigial winged flies averaged 255 chaeta and the nonvestigial 232 chaet. The sepia-eyed flies averaged 183 chaet and the non-sepia 253 chaet. Chromosome III is the more important, but there is evidence of interaction between the chromosomes which is summarised in table i. The effect of the high third chromosomes was greater in vg homozygotes.
Some test-crosses have been made to analyse the differences affecting chaeta number that distinguish the vg 6 chromosome III from more normal third chromosomes. These were done earlier in the history of vg 6, well before vg 6 was used to set up the present experiments. They indicated that flies heterozygous for the third chromosomes of vg 6 and the se cp e stock, differed from those homozygous for the se cp e chromosome by about 3 chaet, and that the right arm of the chromosomes did not contribute significantly to this difference, which was confined to regions to the left of the locus p. Some of the difference, probably the major part, is to the right of se but to the left of cp. Most of the difference is to the left of rt, but some of it may be to the right of rt. Marked chromosomes suitable for further analysis have yet to be synthesised, and at present the test-crosses have provided no certain information whether the third chromosomes differ at one or several C2 loci that affect chaeta number. However, the experiments were initiated on the assumption that the relevant region of the vg 6 chromosome III contained a linked group of polygenes as Mather's (x 943) ideas would imply. The results clearly agree with this assumption (see below).
MAINTENANCE OF THE LINES
Culture technique, assay, and selection were identical with those described for the D-and S lines of Thoday with the one exception that no preference for more bilaterally symmetrical flies was exercised in selection.
One hundred and sixty flies, 20 of each sex from each of four cultures were assayed in each line in each generation. Each culture was a single pair culture and, provided that the best single pair cultures were successful, selection involved choosing one fly out of each f2o. The D (Disruptive selection with negative assortative mating) mating and selection system is reproduced in table 2. The S line mating system was identical, but selection in this line was aimed at the F1 mean value (245). The female with the nearest to 25 chaet and the male with the nearest to 24 chaet were chosen. Selection was started in F,.
Care had to be taken to ensure that the 20 flies of one sex chosen from a culture for assay were chosen at random with respect to the marker phenotypes segregating in the cultures. To this end the etherised flies were placed in a pile on a card, and the pile was separated into two with a needle. One-half was then collected into a pile again. The process was repeated until a sample of about 20 was obtained. This was then adjusted to precisely 20 by adding the flies lying nearest to the chosen pile or removing those nearest the discarded pile. Occasional counts of whole cultures indicated that this procedure did not result in selection of significant excess or deficiency of any of the major-gene phenotypes segregating in the cultures.
The experimental work in F1 and F2 was carried out by D. S.
Hathaway, then visiting Sheffield as a Fuibright Scholar. The experiment was continued thereafter by the author except that Mr T. B. Boam maintained the lines during the absence of the author for generations S12, 13 and i , and did most of the virgin collection.
Serious fertility trouble in the D-line made it necessary to end the experiment after generation Si 7. The S line in F3 and F4 (Si and S2) maintained the high variance of F2. This was to be expected as selection of intermediates in F2 must tend to be selection for F1 genotypes. The variance of the S line fell in S3, rose again in S4, but then fell steadily to reach a level similar to that of the F1.
RESULTS (I) Means and variances
The D-line, in the earlier generations of selection fluctuated widely in variance, which was also to be expected. Selection of both extremes in F2 must tend to select the parental types and negative assortative mating must then reconstitute the F1 genotype in alternate generations. However, the fluctuations were rapidly damped out so that, from generation S5 onward, the variance of D-became comparatively steady, and clearly greater than that of the S line. The final level is midway between the variances of F1 and F2.
(ii) The fate of the marker genes (a) The S line. The frequencies of homozygotes for vg, cp and e fell rapidly in the S line, but the frequency of se homozygotes rose until, in generation S12, all the flies selected were se homozygotes.
vg, c and e did not disappear completely. cp homozygotes occurred in one culture of S17, e homozygotes occurred in one culture of Si 6, and one culture segregated vg homozygotes in Si4 though these had not been observed since S3. The chaeta numbers of these few segregants show clearly that cp was still linked to low chaeta number genes and vg to high, and it therefore seems likely that stabilising selection could go further, and that in doing so it might eliminate these genes completely. Fig. 3 illustrates the relative frequencies of the sepia, clipped, sepia-clipped and + + phenotypes amongst the non-vestigial flies of the line (clipped is hypostatic to vestigial) as far as Sio, after which the line was almost homozygous se. The figure shows that the initial coupling relationship of se and cp was rapidly replaced in this line by corresponding repulsion products. At first these were more often +cp than se+, but later the frequency of se+ increased greatly.
Despite the few cp genes that remain in the line, it is clear that stabilising selection established the se + recombination type of chromosome as typical. Thus the line, while attaining a stable mean and relatively low variance, established in high frequency a repulsion product of the key marker genes originally put in in coupling.
(b) The D-line. and cp for the frequency of all their homozygotes rose strikingly from generation S3 to S8, the period in which the line was establishing the relatively stable variance roughly midway between that of F1 and that of F2, which it maintained thereafter. Fig. 3 demonstrates the degree to which se and cp were in coupling linkage in this line. Selection increased the frequency of se cp homozygotes which became much more common than in the S line. It seems clear that disruptive selection tended to preserve the coupling linkage of these markers and their wild-type alleles, and in this sense its effects were the opposite of those of stabilising selection.
Because selection in the D-line picked high frequencies of se cp homozygotes as low, and of vg homozygotes as high parents in each generation, many of the cultures provided test-crosses that made it possible to determine the genotypes of their parents rather completely.
Until the line became largely homozygous vg, not only the marker genes the parents carried but also their linkage relationships could usually be determined. This was done without using the frequency relationships provided by the data which, since the samples assayed are rather small, are necessarily subject to considerable error. The conclusions concerning the locus cp in the later generations have been supplemented by the results of a progeny test that was carried out on the flies available in Si5.
The results of this analysis are listed in table 3 which goes a long way toward explaining the history of the line. Flies homozygous for vg were often selected as high parents from the beginning, but the low parents also included vg homozygotes as early as F2. Such selection occurred repeatedly, and was responsible for the ultimate vg homozygosity of the line.
Most of the third chromosomes selected in F2 were parental homozygotes except with respect to the e locus, which is not closely linked to the known chaeta number affecting region. The flies selected in Si are all of the F1 type with respect to se and cp and those selected in S2 are parental types. In S3 F1 types were again selected. In S4 some recombinant chromosomes were chosen, but these were not maintained. Though se+ and cp+ chromosomes recurred, the tendency to pick up chromosomes in the high flies and se cp chromosomes in the low continued. Gradually, however, + + homozygotes disappeared, so that the high flies selected were usually + + /se cp and the low were se cp homozygotes. There can be little doubt that the disruptive selection was effective in maintaining the loci se and cp both heterozygous and in the coupling linkage arrangement that they had at the start of the experiment. At the end the line was maintained mainly offspring distinguishable as red-eyed and sepia-eyed. As there is no crossing-over in males, comparisons of these two types of culture provide information concerning the genetic content of the chromosome types that segregated in the line. The data also demonstrate that a significant proportion, at least, of the chaeta number factors could readily be separated from the locus se by recombination, for the difference of mean chaeta number distinguishing +/se from se/se flies was greater in the male test-crosses than in the female (table 5) . There is also evidence (Poo5) that the variance within the se classes was greater in the female test-cross than in the male test-cross progeny, as is to be expected if the linkage between se+ and high and between se and low chaeta number factors was readily broken by recombination.
These data therefore demonstrate that disruptive selection as practised in this line maintained coupling linkages of chacta number genes as well as of the marker genes, despite the fact that these linkages broke down readily in each generation.
Rough linkage data obtained in the progeny test of generations Si5 gave 2739 per cent. recombination between se and cp, a value significantly higher than the standard i95 of Bridges and Brehme (The value for cp-e was almost identical with the standard map distance.) The recombination pressure against which disruptive selection was effective was therefore considerable.
These se-cp recombination frequencies provide no evidence that selection of linked complexes of genes such as occurred in the D-line, has tightened the linkage between them. Such an effect is to be expected in appropriate circumstances (Fisher, 1930) , but the circumstances in the present experiment were not appropriate. Selection in the D-line has always been within the progeny of single females which cannot in any simple way be selection for change of recombination frequency (see Thoday and Boam, 1956 ).
DISCUSSION
The variance that was available in the two lines at their origin was very large, and such small populations could hardly be expected to retain all of it, by whatever selection system they were maintained. Only 4 pairs of flies were selected in each generation, one out of only o flies was selected, and there were 4 heterozygous marker loci. The possibility of random fixation for any of them must be considerable. The F2 chaeta-number variance was some fifteen times larger than that characteristic of wild stocks of Drosophila melanogaster, and it again might well be reduced by random fixation. It would not therefore have been surprising if the results of these experiments had been difficult to interpret.
Nevertheless the results are clear, and are consistent with the view that disruptive and stabilising selection can have very powerful effects not only on gene frequencies, but also on the frequency of coupling and repulsion phases of linkage of appropriate groups of genes as Mather's (1943) models would lead one to expect.
The stabilising selection line, though it only went to fixation at the marker locus Se, nevertheless did what was to be expected of it on Mather's views. The majority of chromosomes selected were repulsion products of the key markers se and cp originally put in in coupling. Taken in conjunction with the evidence of recombination of chaeta loci, and of se and chaeta loci, it seems that this repulsion product was selected for because it was a repulsion product of the chaeta loci originally put in in coupling. Whether there was good reason for the selection of se+ chromosomes rather than +cp chromosomes (which appeared more frequently in the earlier stages) or whether this was merely a matter of chance cannot be decided. A larger population might well have maintained both. The disruptive selection line went to fixation for vg and for the supposedly neutral locus e (the latter perhaps a matter of chance), but it maintained the coupling linkages se cp and + + with astonishing permanence, considering the frequency of recombination between these loci. The evidence presented demonstrating recombination of the chaeta number genes clearly indicates that this coupling of the markers was maintained because of their association with the chaeta number loci.
The locus vg may have become homozygous in this line by chance, but it seems unlikely, for in any normal population at 25° C. ug is rapidly eliminated by natural selection for its normal allele. The evidence in table i indicates that there were interactions between the second and third chromosomes in F2, and that the difference due to the third chromosome was most effective in the presence of the second chromosomes of ug 6. It is concluded therefore that vg was selected for because linked to useful modifiers that enhanced the differences of chaeta number distinguishing the + + /se c and se cp/se cp flies.
The difference of chaeta number effected by the se regions of chromosome III in the male test-crosses of the recent generations (table 4) is of the same order as that in the F'2 flies that were homozygous ug (table i). Bearing in mind that in F2 some of the non-sepia flies will have been homozygous for the se+ chromosome, whereas none of them can have been at Si6 to 17 in D , it seems clear that the capacity of the vg chromosomes from vg 6 to enhance the effects of the se chromosomes on chaeta number was exploited very fully.
The D line at the end was polymorphic; its polymorphism depended upon a complex switch "gene" in chromosome III and a genetic background functioning to enhance the effectiveness of this switch. The system is a model example of what Fisher (1930) first proposed must occur, and shows that disruptive selection can produce systems such as we expect to find and have found determining sexual dimorphism, incompatibility, mimicry and polymorphism in general. It may have been the same effect of the vg chromosome that was responsible for its near loss in the S line, in which its enhancing effects on chromosome III heterogeneity would operate against the selection practised.
In the previous papers of this series it was shown that stabilising selection can reduce variance, that disruptive selection with negative assortative mating can maintain variance, and that disruptive selection with positive assortative mating can increase variance and set up a cryptic polymorphism. The present experiments confirm the reduction of variance by stabilising selection and provide strong evidence that this involves the establishment of repulsion complexes of relevant genes. They also show that the maintenance of variance by disruptive selection with negative assortative mating involves maintenance of coupling combinations of relevant genes. The D line shows us further that a polymorphism can be maintained by disruptive selection with negative assortative mating. This time the polymorphism is not cryptic, but is manifest as a discontinuous morphological difference of eye colour, even though this probably depends solely on linkage of the eye colour locus to the chaeta-number genes primarily subject to selection. The line is also polymorphic for the locus cp, though cryptically because cp is hypostatic to vg, and the polymorphism is manifest, though less clearly, in the key character, chaeta-number. Fig. i shows the distribution curves for generation Si 7. The S line distribution is very similar to that for the F1, and does not overlap either parent distribution. The D distribution overlaps both parental distributions and is clearly bimodal. This bimodality is strikingly associated with the distribution of the eye colour markers. In fact, within any sex and culture of the two male test-cross cultures of that generation, there is very little overlap of the chaeta-numbers of red-eyed and sepia-eyed flies (table 6). When recombination is prevented, therefore, the polymorphism is almost discontinuous even in chaeta-number alone.
These experiments therefore confirm the results of those published earlier in showing that disruptive selection can be responsible for polymorphism and they extend them in demonstrating that coupling arrangements of linked genes, and background genotypes enhancing the effects of these switching gene complexes are involved. There seems little reason to doubt that similar and more spectacular results must readily occur in nature where much larger populations and longer times are available.
6. SUMMARY i. One population (S) has been exposed to stabilising selection and another (D-) to disruptive selection with negative assortative mating, each for 17 generations.
2. The two populations were established from the F1 of a high sternopleural chaeta-number line (vg 6) homozygous for vg, and a low chaeta-number line homozygous for se cp and e. It was known that a considerable part of the genetic material responsible for the high chaetanumber of vg 6 was in the se-cp region of chromosome III. The F2 data showed that the effect of these genes was enhanced in the presence of the vg chromosome II of vg 6. The variance of chaeta-number in F2 was very large indeed.
3. Stabilising selection reduced variance greatly. Disruptive selection maintained a very high variance. 4. Stabilising selection reduced the frequency of the vg marker on chromosome II to a low level and presumably also the linked enhancers. It established se cp+ repulsion chromosomes at high frequency.
5. The disruptive selection line became homozygous for the vg marker, but remained heterozygous for the markers se and cp. These markers and their + alleles were kept in the coupling phase of linkage despite considerable recombination pressure.
6. It could be shown that recombination of chacta-number genes also was occurring in the D-line, so that disruptive selection must have been eliminating the repulsion products. This was clearly the cause of the maintenance of the markers in coupling. 7. The disruptive selection line was polymorphic for the locus Se, and cryptically polymorphic for cp (which is hypostatic to vg) at the end of the experiment. It was also polymorphic for chacta-number, this polymorphism depending on a switching gene complex in chromosome III with its effect enhanced by the modifiers in chromosome II.
8. The experiments confirm that disruptive selection can maintain a polymorphism, and show that coupling linkages of appropriate genes are involved. They also show that stabilising selection can function by establishing repulsion linkages of genes hitherto in the coupling phase.
